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House Resolution 920

By: Representatives Barnes of the 86th, Alexander of the 66th, Taylor of the 92nd, Willis of

the 55th, Au of the 50th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Honoring the life and memory of Cameron Jackson; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, the State of Georgia mourns the loss of one of its most promising youths with2

the passing of Cameron Jackson on November 29, 2022; and3

WHEREAS, Cameron Jackson was born on November 6, 2007, in Atlanta, Georgia, a4

beloved son of Jaree Jackson and Tiffany Smith; and5

WHEREAS, Cameron Jackson was charismatic, full of life, and passionate about his friends6

and family. Cameron was adventurous, curious, and fearless. He loved to do tricks on his dirt7

bike, and, despite the road burns, he never gave up; and 8

WHEREAS, Cameron Jackson was home schooled  by his parents and loved animals,9

science, and boxing since he was nine years old. Cameron had dreams of going to the 202410

Olympics in Paris; and11

WHEREAS, Cameron loved experimenting with science projects and he could be found in12

the kitchen mixing ingredients to see their reaction or taking things apart and putting them13

back together such as his dirt bikes where he was always replacing parts; and14
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WHEREAS, Cameron loved animals from an early age which resulted in him recently15

wanting to start a fur baby business selling exotic love dogs; and16

WHEREAS, despite his parents' efforts, a promising future was taken away from him on17

November 26th, 2022.  Atlanta police said an argument broke out between two groups who18

knew each other, which led to gunfire and that multiple shooters were involved.  Police said19

the shooting was gang-related and in the shootout, 15 year old Cameron Jackson was20

tragically killed; and21

WHEREAS, a curious, compassionate, and generous youth, Cameron will long be22

remembered for his love of family, friendship, animals, and boxing and is sadly missed by23

all who had the great fortune of knowing him.24

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that25

the members of this body join in honoring the life and memory of Cameron Jackson and26

express their deepest and most sincere regret at his passing.27

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized28

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the29

family of Cameron Jackson.30
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